Homemaker
We are seeking a dynamic and innovative individual to step into our open Homemaker role in our
Supportive Housing Program, who will work enthusiastically in a client and family centered and
comprehensive services environment that meets client needs.
Key Role Duties:


Performs all essential homemaking services. These activities include but are not limited to the
following: vacuuming; laundry; dusting; washing floors; washing sinks/ bathtubs; bed making
/changing bed linens; cleaning appliance swashing dishes shopping



Performs all duties for tenants in a professional manner



Promotes tenant independence by ensuring a balance between what the tenant can do for
themselves and what the homemaker services will include

Qualifications:


Personal Support Worker Certificate an asset



Previous experience in providing assistance with essential homemaking for the elderly an asset



Genuine interest to provide care and services to seniors



Ability to provide good, resident-focus customer service;



Good communication Skills



Proven consistency in work performance, including reliability, emotional stability, and
appropriate general attitude



Ability to maintain confidentiality in respect to the privacy of persons worked with is essential



Ability to physically provide homemaking services as contracted and directed with the tenant



Dependable and Reliable



Ability to work things out with the tenants and allow the tenant to direct his/her own assistance



Fluency in Polish and English and an understanding of Polish culture



Able to work flexible hours and weekends as required.

Successful candidates hired to work within Copernicus Lodge in this role are required to provide the
following information as a Condition of employment:
• Vulnerable Sector Check;
• Proof of Covid-19 Full Immunization
• TB Skin Testing;
• Covid-19 Testing.

Please submit your cover letter and resume to Human Resources of Copernicus Lodge via email to
resumes@copernicuslodge.com .
Only those candidates selected for an interview will be contacted. If you have any accessibility
requirements, please advise Human Resources during the recruitment and selection process. We will work
with you to best meet your needs as per resources available to us.
Job type: Permanent Part-Time, Casual

